
LET'S EAT

Let's Eat: Tucked away off the Beltline,
homey Dynasty Chinese tries to beat
the odds
By Victoria Davis | Special to the Cap Times  Dec 15, 2019   3 min to read
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Dynasty Chinese Food owner Sunny Hsu can carve a radish into a �ower in 20 seconds. 

VICTORIA DAVIS
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Like a glowing orb just o� the Beltline, the yellow stucco

walls and vibrant red pillars of Dynasty Chinese Restaurant

light up the snug lot between a 7-Eleven and Verlo Mattress

Factory.

Visitors are greeted with a “zao shang hao” (“good morning”

in Mandarin) by an automated voice right after opening the

doors, where more warm colors, large red fabric koi fish

and woven rainbow �owers surround the host stand.

Head chef and co-owner Sunny Hsu says it’s all an e�ort to

make Dynasty, which opened in Madison last spring, feel

like home to customers. (Dynasty's sign says Dynasty Asian

Restaurant; the website and brochures say Dynasty II. It’s

all the same place.)

Dynasty Chinese
Restaurant
2705 West Beltline Highway

819-6888

madisondynasty.com

Monday-Saturday 11 a.m.-10
p.m. (12:30 a.m. for takeout)

Sunday 4 p.m.-10 p.m. (12:30
a.m. for takeout)

MORE INFORMATION

Let’s Eat: At Marie’s
Soul Food on Monroe, a
short menu shines
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“The customers we have now, I know them all by name and

I know their family’s names,” said Hsu, who learned the ins

and outs of the restaurant business while working at a

young age in his parents’ restaurants in Taiwan. “I also

know their orders right when they walk in.”

Dynasty Chinese head chef and co-owner Sunny Hsu can carve radishes into

�owers, a trick he learned as a child from his parents in Taiwan. 
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Let’s Eat: Don’t be a stranger at
Avanti’s in Verona

Let's Eat: Caspian Grill skewers
a taste of the Mediterranean

Let’s Eat: Squeeze in to Deb’s
Squeeze Inn for family style
eggs in Milton

Let's Eat: At Aranda’s Mexican
Bar and Grill, big �avor comes
from humble beginnings

In the former Maurie’s on

Monroe, diners can pick up

Marissa Holmes’ perfectly

sauced ribs, baked and fried

chicken, collard greens, yams

and corn muf�ns. 

Become a Cap Times
member
What's it worth to you to have a
team of professional journalists
holding of�cials accountable?
What's it worth to preserve a
voice that brings a community
together? We can all do more
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Many of Hsu’s regulars refer to him by his first name, and

most don’t even have to order. At lunch, Hsu is quick to

bring them their usual platters of steaming hot, fried

cherry chicken ($5.75) topped with warm, saucy maraschino

cherries, black pepper sizzling beef ($11.95), or Hsu’s

personal favorite and specialty, deep-fried “Heavenly

Chicken” in a syrupy teriyaki sauce.

The cherry chicken at Dynasty Chinese Food is prepared with saucy maraschino

cherries. 

VICTORIA DAVIS

together: Become a Cap Times
member today.
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Hsu’s wife and Dynasty co-owner Xue Liyang said some

diners come in four times a week for lunch or takeout. 

“Sunny is such a social butter�y guy,” she said. “He wants to

know everyone and make them happy.”

For appetizers and family dinners, Hsu carves decorative

�owers out of radishes, a trick he learned from his parents

in Taiwan. 

“Onions, cucumbers, I learned how to make �owers out of

everything,” said Hsu. He can make small scale �owers on

the spot if a guest asks. It only takes him 20 seconds. 

Hsu first opened Dynasty in Oregon state in 1990 before

moving his and Liyang’s business to Wisconsin Dells in

2013. Due to a lease dispute, Hsu, his wife, and their

daughter had to make a hurried move to a new restaurant

location in Madison. Rushing to find an a�ordable space,

the family chose the former site of Grand Pagoda.

Though they have a handful of regular customers, Hsu and

Liyang said Dynasty has struggled to attract a larger crowd

of families due to its obscure location. 
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“We didn’t know anything about the neighborhood or how

close it was to the gas station,” said Hsu. “Our customers

tell their friends that we have very good food, but they are

nervous because of the neighborhood.”

Hsu and Liyang are working hard to beat the odds, using

any free time they have to add more options, like stir-fried

lamb ($12.95) and Mandarin crispy duck ($13.95), to the

The black pepper sizzling beef platter at Dynasty Chinese Restaurant includes salt

and pepper prawns, "heavenly chicken," fried rice and fried wontons.
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already hefty menu. Dynasty’s menu has 15 di�erent beef

options, 12 dishes with pork, 21 with poultry and 21 with

seafood. There are 11 vegetarian plates. 

The restaurant is almost entirely family operated by Hsu,

Liyang and Hsu’s mother-in-law. 

“What I love most about working in a restaurant is getting

to know people,” Hsu said. “It’s a hard business, and

sometimes it’s no good. But this is what we do and we will

keep working hard.”

Before moving to Madison, Dynasty Chinese Food was voted

the No. 1 Chinese restaurant during the Taste of Wisconsin

Dells. Hsu still misses his connections there, borne out by

certificates of community appreciation from schools and

the Civil Air Patrol lining the back wall of the Madison

location. 

Hsu hasn’t lost the hope of establishing that trademark in

Madison. Dynasty has hosted weddings and birthday

parties. Once a month, Hsu and Liyang bring a Dynasty-

style bu�et to their daughter’s school at West Middleton
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Elementary, serving up to 40 third graders and their

teachers. 

“All the kids love it,” Liyang said. “We would do it more but

we don’t want to take away from their school time too

much.”

Dynasty Chinese Restaurant owner Sunny Hsu holds up his "Eat More Chinese

Food" shirt from the �rst Dynasty he worked at in Oregon. 
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The dining area closes for Dynasty at 10 p.m., but Hsu and

Liyang keep their kitchen open until 12:30 a.m. for

deliveries and takeout. Dynasty is scheduled to be open as

usual Christmas Eve, Christmas Day, New Year’s Eve and

New Year’s Day.

“We want to stay open for those who have nowhere to go or

eat on the holidays,” said Liyang. 

Hsu escorts customers who order takeout to their car. He

said that, while they “didn’t know everything about this

location,” they’re making the most of it. 

“With the restaurant business, it can be all about location,

location, location,” he said. “Family is most important, and

we want more families to come visit us. We will show them

great kindness and great food.”
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Sign up for Cap Times newsletters:

Email Address:

Newsletters:

 Morning Update: daily news update

 Week in Review: weekly recap of top headlines

 Madison Life: weekly arts and lifestyle update

 Opinion Roundup: op-eds and columns sent three

times a week
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Wisconsin Senate approves
one of eight bills to combat
homelessness

State Debate: Local
blogger seconds Hillary
Clinton's assessment of
Bernie Sanders

Madison City Council
authorizes purchase of
east side property for park
expansion
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View previous campaigns.

Morning Update: top headlines from the Cap Times, delivered every weekday

morning

Opinion Roundup: op-eds, columns and letters to the editor. Sent Monday,
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Madison Life: a weekly email to help you navigate the Madison social scene

Week in Review: a weekly recap of top headlines
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